
Pressalit 300 548
Standard toilet seat incl. hinge in stainless steel

Load - ring seat 240 kgMaximum load

TOILET SEAT:
The material is colour ingrained duroplast (UF A 10 = urea formaldehyde) that 
contains no environmentally hazardous substances. UF plastic comprises 67% urea 
formaldehyde resin, 28% cellulose, as well as 5% minerals, pigments, lubricants and 
moisture content. The raw material from the supplier contains up to 0.03% free 
formaldehyde and even less following curing.

BUFFERS:
EVA (copolymer made of ethylene and vinyl acetate).

DAMPER KIT (only relevant for toilet seats with soft close):
Hydraulic damper with stainless steel damper casing and thermoplastic parts.

MOUNT/HINGES:
Stainless steel model W. no. 1.4301/M and thermoplastic.

Materials

1987Design year

Frog DesignDesigner

Wrap-overDesign type

PRESSALIT toilet seat with cover, model "Pressalit 
300", art. no. 548 made of colour ingrained duroplast 
with BT8/D08 fixed hinge of stainless steel.
- centre distance: 155 mm
- load - ring seat 240 kg
- 10 year guarantee

Description

WhiteColour

Pressalit 300 has a round, soft design. Specially
developed for Sphinx 300.

5708590281421EAN:

548000-D08999Item number



Pressalit 300 548
Standard toilet seat incl. hinge in stainless steel

Subject to changes in the product range, technical changes and printing errors.

Pressalit provides a 10-year product warranty on your toilet seat. Pressalit will repair or
exchange the toilet seat for the same or another useable model, at Pressalit’s discretion,
in the event of a material or manufacturing defect in your toilet seat appearing within 10
years of the date of purchase with normal use. This product warranty is conditional upon
proof of purchase of the toilet seat.

Warranty

Use a mild soap solution to clean the seat. Please take care that the seat and hinges are
not left damp. Dry off any residual water or cleaning agent with a soft cloth. Avoid
contact of the seat and hinges with abrasive, corrosive or chlorine-based cleaners, as
these may cause damage or lead to flash rust. Therefore, when cleaning the bowl, make
sure that the seat and cover are kept in an upright position until all cleaning agent has
been flushed away.

Cleaning

90Qty per pallet

18Colli per pallet

5Qty per colli

17,745 kgColli weight

500x400x368 mmColli size

3,549 kgGross weight

488x388x70 mmCarton size

3,149 kgWeight
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